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4 answers sorted by 2 the previous answers are not quite right but it s a very tricky question the third example to get out of debt is a bit of an exception
one reason to use get instead of getting here is because get makes a nice rhyme with debt for the purpose of selling books meaning of getting in english
getting add to word list add to word list present participle of get definition of getting from the cambridge advanced learner s dictionary dec 31 2014  
regarding the difference between getting and to get in my initial opinion as a native speaker there is not a difference between them however this says the
following using a gerund ing form suggests that you are referring to real activities or experiences us english jul 18 2011 2 in simple tricks to get a flat
stomach we have the to infinitive used as an abbreviated purpose clause in simple tricks for to getting a flat stomach we have a prepositional phrase with a
gerund if i were writing the copy i d say tricks for getting i think it s just a stylistic choice not a matter of grammar to get is a replacing verb it is a verb that
replaces another verb in a sentence but keeps the original verb s meaning for example with the verb to buy i m going to buy him a computer for christmas
can also be written i m going to the verb get in english conjugation of to get the verb get is an irregular verb this means that get does not form its simple
past tense or its past participle by adding ed or d to the base form the five forms of to get example sentences with to get it s your go select the correct
version of to get 1 ˈɡɒtn ˈɡɑːtn is almost always used verb forms idioms phrasal verbs receive obtain transitive no passive get something to receive
something i got a call from dave this morning what what presents did you get for your birthday he gets earns about 40 000 a year this room gets very little
sunshine to get vs in getting ask question asked 4 years 11 months ago modified 1 year 11 months ago viewed 3k times 0 which one is correct he did not
succeed to get the job though he tried his level best he did not succeed in getting the job though he tried his level best book says second one is correct
word choice infinitive vs gerund share to obtain buy or earn something he went to the store to get some milk uk i think she gets about 40 000 a year we
stopped on the way to get some breakfast get something for nov 7 2022   the verb to get is one of the biggest headaches for learners of english it just
doesn t seem easy because of the variety of functions it has in the language but it is easy and at lingua language center we are going to explain it to you in
the simplest way possible so that you can get motivated to learn english once and for all may 12 2021   what does get mean in each of these phrases how
do you get to work she got a new haircut did you get what he said they re getting married next month recently one of my students said she was really
surprised and confused when someone asked her how do you get to work she wasn t sure about using the verb get in that 1 answers 5 i agree with bryan
and francesca about the grammar whether it is a preposition or gerund you can also say they key to get teenagers to respect you and this would be correct
but less popular adding ing is more common but a less lazy verb would be better january 29 2020 1 thank you everyone january 30 2020 0 feb 10 2023  
meaning receive or come to have what did you get for your birthday i got a letter in the mail i ve gotten 10 messages from tom today i got a good score on
my exam she got her parents car when she turned 18 meaning acquire or obtain when did you get your driver s license you should get a new job i need to
get jan 23 2020   to get verb meanings and lessons for esl students languages english as a second language top ten uses of get klaus vedfelt getty images
by kenneth beare updated on january 23 2020 the verb to get is used in many senses in english and can be confusing at times may 3 2024   getting
definition and meaning collins english dictionary summary definitions synonyms pronunciation collocations conjugations sentences grammar feb 29 2016  
3 answers sorted by i imagine these two sentences in two different situations i and my coworker are conducting an experiment we are in the middle of our
experiment and we can observe what is going on i tell my coworker the first sentence we are in the middle of the process and i am telling him her my
observation informal suffer if something gets to you it makes you suffer the heat was beginning to get to me so i went indoors smart vocabulary related
words and phrases upset definition of getting noun from the oxford advanced learner s dictionary getting noun ˈɡetɪŋ singular idioms idioms while the
getting is good north american english also while the going is good especially in british english before a situation changes and it is no longer possible to do
something want to learn more view definitions for getting getting noun as in the act of procuring compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strong matches
appropriating assimilating capturing catching getting verb definition of getting present participle of get 1 as in mastering to acquire complete knowledge
understanding or skill in i m not sure i ever got the new math synonyms similar words relevance mastering learning understanding knowing may 17 2014 1
i have a doubt with regard to to be getting for example in the following sentences would to be getting be like to get do they have the same meaning that is
are they unchanged 1 there are several reasons that you might be getting a black screen instead of photos sep 17 2014   updated 13 october 2023
grammar course for teachers learn everything you need to feel confident about grammar as a teacher forming sentences with be used to get used to be
used to noun gerund get used to noun gerund be used to is used to express that a situation is not new or strange or is no longer new or strange learn how
to use getting in a sentence with 500 example sentences on yourdictionary apr 26 2024   a majority 57 now say they could use more sleep which is a big
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jump from a decade ago it s an acceleration of an ongoing trend according to the survey in 1942 59 of americans said 3 days ago   proceeds for the russian
budget from oil related taxes jumped to 1 053 trillion rubles 11 5 billion last month compared to nearly 497 billion rubles in april 2023 according to
bloomberg may 1 2024   dave and buster s play the popular restaurant and entertainment chain is getting into the betting business the company is looking
to make some extra revenue on the back of the explosion 2 days ago   travis kelce had a classy response to getting a friendship bracelet at the f1 miami
grand prix charles curtis may 7 2024 9 45 am et although travis kelce was at the 2024 f1 miami grand prix on 2 days ago   tuesday 07 may 2024 4 05 pm
myt the pop star recently finalised her divorce from her third husband sam asghari photo afp britney spears father jamie might have been right about
keeping 3 days ago   this year s dinner was probably pierce s last spring soirée a new british ambassador is expected to replace her by the end of 2024
leaving will be hard pierce said during a politico 4 days ago   julian mark may 5 2024 at 8 05 a m edt as the landscape shifts for dei programs many
companies and consultants are acting preemptively to guard against the legal threats that have led some 3 days ago   li is co director of the stanford
institute for human centered ai and was formerly chief scientist of ai and machine learning at google but arguably her biggest claim to fame was the 2006
debut
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to getting vs to get english language learners stack exchange Apr 09 2024 4 answers sorted by 2 the previous answers are not quite right but it s a very
tricky question the third example to get out of debt is a bit of an exception one reason to use get instead of getting here is because get makes a nice
rhyme with debt for the purpose of selling books
getting english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 08 2024 meaning of getting in english getting add to word list add to word list present participle of get
definition of getting from the cambridge advanced learner s dictionary
to get vs getting english language learners stack exchange Feb 07 2024 dec 31 2014   regarding the difference between getting and to get in my
initial opinion as a native speaker there is not a difference between them however this says the following using a gerund ing form suggests that you are
referring to real activities or experiences
to getting vs to get wordreference forums Jan 06 2024 us english jul 18 2011 2 in simple tricks to get a flat stomach we have the to infinitive used as an
abbreviated purpose clause in simple tricks for to getting a flat stomach we have a prepositional phrase with a gerund if i were writing the copy i d say
tricks for getting i think it s just a stylistic choice not a matter of grammar
how to use the verb to get in english exercise part 1 Dec 05 2023 to get is a replacing verb it is a verb that replaces another verb in a sentence but
keeps the original verb s meaning for example with the verb to buy i m going to buy him a computer for christmas can also be written i m going to
the verb to get in english grammar monster Nov 04 2023 the verb get in english conjugation of to get the verb get is an irregular verb this means that
get does not form its simple past tense or its past participle by adding ed or d to the base form the five forms of to get example sentences with to get it s
your go select the correct version of to get 1
get oxford learner s dictionaries Oct 03 2023 ˈɡɒtn ˈɡɑːtn is almost always used verb forms idioms phrasal verbs receive obtain transitive no passive get
something to receive something i got a call from dave this morning what what presents did you get for your birthday he gets earns about 40 000 a year
this room gets very little sunshine
to get vs in getting english language learners stack exchange Sep 02 2023 to get vs in getting ask question asked 4 years 11 months ago modified 1 year
11 months ago viewed 3k times 0 which one is correct he did not succeed to get the job though he tried his level best he did not succeed in getting the job
though he tried his level best book says second one is correct word choice infinitive vs gerund share
get definition in the cambridge english dictionary Aug 01 2023 to obtain buy or earn something he went to the store to get some milk uk i think she gets
about 40 000 a year we stopped on the way to get some breakfast get something for
the verb to get everything you need to know about it lingua edu Jun 30 2023 nov 7 2022   the verb to get is one of the biggest headaches for
learners of english it just doesn t seem easy because of the variety of functions it has in the language but it is easy and at lingua language center we are
going to explain it to you in the simplest way possible so that you can get motivated to learn english once and for all
205 9 ways to use get in english conversation speak May 30 2023 may 12 2021   what does get mean in each of these phrases how do you get to work she
got a new haircut did you get what he said they re getting married next month recently one of my students said she was really surprised and confused
when someone asked her how do you get to work she wasn t sure about using the verb get in that
what should i say to get or to getting the key to getting Apr 28 2023 1 answers 5 i agree with bryan and francesca about the grammar whether it is a
preposition or gerund you can also say they key to get teenagers to respect you and this would be correct but less popular adding ing is more common but
a less lazy verb would be better january 29 2020 1 thank you everyone january 30 2020 0
how to use get in english meanings uses and common Mar 28 2023 feb 10 2023   meaning receive or come to have what did you get for your birthday i got
a letter in the mail i ve gotten 10 messages from tom today i got a good score on my exam she got her parents car when she turned 18 meaning acquire or
obtain when did you get your driver s license you should get a new job i need to get
to get verb meanings and lessons for esl students thoughtco Feb 24 2023 jan 23 2020   to get verb meanings and lessons for esl students languages
english as a second language top ten uses of get klaus vedfelt getty images by kenneth beare updated on january 23 2020 the verb to get is used in many
senses in english and can be confusing at times
getting definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 26 2023 may 3 2024   getting definition and meaning collins english dictionary
summary definitions synonyms pronunciation collocations conjugations sentences grammar
gets vs getting english language usage stack exchange Dec 25 2022 feb 29 2016   3 answers sorted by i imagine these two sentences in two different
situations i and my coworker are conducting an experiment we are in the middle of our experiment and we can observe what is going on i tell my coworker
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the first sentence we are in the middle of the process and i am telling him her my observation
get to english meaning cambridge dictionary Nov 23 2022 informal suffer if something gets to you it makes you suffer the heat was beginning to get
to me so i went indoors smart vocabulary related words and phrases upset
getting noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 23 2022 definition of getting noun from the oxford advanced learner s dictionary
getting noun ˈɡetɪŋ singular idioms idioms while the getting is good north american english also while the going is good especially in british english before a
situation changes and it is no longer possible to do something want to learn more
35 synonyms antonyms for getting thesaurus com Sep 21 2022 view definitions for getting getting noun as in the act of procuring compare synonyms
synonyms antonyms strong matches appropriating assimilating capturing catching
getting synonyms 697 similar and opposite words merriam webster Aug 21 2022 getting verb definition of getting present participle of get 1 as in
mastering to acquire complete knowledge understanding or skill in i m not sure i ever got the new math synonyms similar words relevance mastering
learning understanding knowing
to be getting to get wordreference forums Jul 20 2022 may 17 2014 1 i have a doubt with regard to to be getting for example in the following sentences
would to be getting be like to get do they have the same meaning that is are they unchanged 1 there are several reasons that you might be getting a black
screen instead of photos
how to use be used to get used to in english grammar eslbase Jun 18 2022 sep 17 2014   updated 13 october 2023 grammar course for teachers
learn everything you need to feel confident about grammar as a teacher forming sentences with be used to get used to be used to noun gerund get used to
noun gerund be used to is used to express that a situation is not new or strange or is no longer new or strange
examples of getting in a sentence yourdictionary com May 18 2022 learn how to use getting in a sentence with 500 example sentences on yourdictionary
americans are getting less sleep the biggest burden falls on Apr 16 2022 apr 26 2024   a majority 57 now say they could use more sleep which is a big
jump from a decade ago it s an acceleration of an ongoing trend according to the survey in 1942 59 of americans said
russia s budget is getting twice as much oil money as a year ago Mar 16 2022 3 days ago   proceeds for the russian budget from oil related taxes jumped to
1 053 trillion rubles 11 5 billion last month compared to nearly 497 billion rubles in april 2023 according to bloomberg
dave and buster s is getting into the betting business cnn Feb 12 2022 may 1 2024   dave and buster s play the popular restaurant and entertainment
chain is getting into the betting business the company is looking to make some extra revenue on the back of the explosion
travis kelce at f1 miami grand prix has classy response to fan Jan 14 2022 2 days ago   travis kelce had a classy response to getting a friendship bracelet at
the f1 miami grand prix charles curtis may 7 2024 9 45 am et although travis kelce was at the 2024 f1 miami grand prix on
britney spears spending getting out of control post Dec 13 2021 2 days ago   tuesday 07 may 2024 4 05 pm myt the pop star recently finalised her divorce
from her third husband sam asghari photo afp britney spears father jamie might have been right about keeping
being an ambassador in washington keeps getting harder Nov 11 2021 3 days ago   this year s dinner was probably pierce s last spring soirée a new british
ambassador is expected to replace her by the end of 2024 leaving will be hard pierce said during a politico
under attack dei quietly transforms the washington post Oct 11 2021 4 days ago   julian mark may 5 2024 at 8 05 a m edt as the landscape shifts
for dei programs many companies and consultants are acting preemptively to guard against the legal threats that have led some
the godmother of ai is getting into the startup game fortune Sep 09 2021 3 days ago   li is co director of the stanford institute for human centered
ai and was formerly chief scientist of ai and machine learning at google but arguably her biggest claim to fame was the 2006 debut
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